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This is a piece for a SATB choir of 4+ amateur singers (the more singers, the better).
Each movement uses a text from a different European language, drawing connections between our ideas of  
linguistic beauty and how this is directly connected to a country's economic power at the end of the 19 th 

Century.

Notation
This piece uses a three line stave.
A note on the top line means 'sing a note at the very top of your vocal range'.
A note on the bottom line means 'sing a note at they very bottom of your vocal range'.
A note on the middle line means 'sing a note in the middle of your vocal range'.

This set of notes should not be standardized or discussed in the group. 
Each player should find their own top, middle or bottom note which does not need to stay the same  
throughout  the  piece  (e.g.  different  dynamic  levels  make different  top or  bottom notes  more  or  less  
accessible).

The Texts:

I
Fra Luca Pacioli from Summa de arithmetica geometrica et proportionalita published in Venice in 1494 – 
the first treatise on double-entry book-keeping:

Chapter 14:
“Per laqual cosa.sappi che di tutte le ytite che tu harai poste in logiornale.  Al qua derno grade. Te ne  
couesepre fare doi. Cioe una in dare e laltra in baure yche lisi chiama debitore y lo. Per. E lo creditore y lo.  
A.”

“For each one of all the entries that yoiu have made in the Journal you will have to make two in the 
Ledger.  That is, one in the debit (in dare) and one in the credit (in havere).  In the Journal the debtor is  
indicated by per, the creditor by a, as we have said”.

translation from  Ancient Double-Entry Bookkeeping by John B. Geijsbeek (Denver, Colorado, 
1914), 47

II
Lire, soldi, grossi, picioli
“All this is our Venetian money; that is counting 24 grossi per ducat and 32 picioli per grosso in gold” 
Pacioli, Chapter 12










